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Abstract

A class of cyclically presented groups with n generators and n Fibonacci type relations is
discussed. Conditions are given for these groups to be finite and metacyclic. With these
conditions the presentations are reduced to the standard form for metacyclic groups with
trivial Schur multiplicator. This enables certain isomorphisms between the groups to be found.
Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 20 F 05.

1. Introduction

Groups with symmetrical presentations, called cyclically presented groups, have
been the subject of investigation in recent years. In this paper we continue work
on cyclically presented groups which was begun in Campbell and Robertson
(1975b).
A group is said to be cyclically presented if it has a presentation on n generators
ax,a2, ...,an with n relations obtained from a single word w = w^a^a^, ...,an) by
permuting the subscripts modulo n according to the powers of the permutation
(12 ... ri). The resulting group is denoted by GJw). The interest in cyclically
presented groups most relevant to this paper arises from the study of Fibonacci
groups, these being the groups F(r,n) = Gn(w) where w = a1ai...ara~^v A survey
of results on Fibonacci groups and other cyclically presented groups is contained
in Johnson, Wamsley and Wright (1974) and Chalk and Johnson (1977), see also
Johnson (1976), Chapter 16 and Lyndon and Schupp (1977), Chapter 2. In Johnson,
Wamsley and Wright (1974) the groups F(r,«), with r=\modn, are shown to be
finite metacyclic groups and one of the problems posed in that article is to find
standard two generator presentations for these metacyclic groups. This problem
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is solved in Campbell and Robertson (1975a). For integers r, n, k and s with
r>s^l; n ^ l , k^O define the class of groups F(r,n,k,s) by F(r,n,k,s) = Gn(w)
where w = a1a2...
ar(ar+kar+k+1...ar+k+s_^~\
In this paper we examine metacyclic groups in the class F(r, n, k, s) giving presentations in standard two generator form. As a corollary the presentation problem
is solved for the class T(r,n,\,s) studied in Campbell and Robertson (1975b).
We shall, where possible, use the notation and results of Campbell and Robertson
(1975b). The authors would like to thank the referee for encouraging them to
produce a more readable paper.

2. A two generator two relation presentation

All finite metacyclic groups may be presented in the form
<a,b\aM=l,

(2.1)

where RN=l mod M and T = LM/(M,R—l)
for some non-zero integer L, see
Zassenhaus (1958), p. 129. Beyl (1973) shows that the finite metacyclic groups
with trivial Schur multiplicator are precisely those which may be given by the
presentation (2.1) with L=\. Now F(r,n,k,s), when finite, has deficiency zero
and so has trivial Schur multiplicator. Hence, in order to apply Beyl's result, we
aim to reduce the presentation for F(r,n,k,s) to the form (2.1) when r, n, k and s
satisfy certain conditions.
We begin by obtaining two generator two relation presentations for the groups
F(r, n, k, s) under slightly more general conditions than we shall need for our main
result. These more general conditions are r=s mod n, (r,ri) = 1, (r+k— 1,/J) = 1
and we shall assume that these hold for the rest of this section. Our first step
towards producing a two generator presentation of F(r, n, k, s) is to obtain another
n-generator presentation and to do this we require the following notation.
Let [i] denote the integer i reduced modulo n so that 0 < [/] < n and define t
and u by t = (r— [r])/n, u = (s— [s])/n. For any integer i not congruent to 1 modulo
n let bi = a1ai...ali_1]; also define bx=\ and x= a1a2...an. Further define ef,
for any integer /, by
if [/-1
0

otherwise.

Now theyth relation
a

j aj+l • • • aj+r-\

=

a

j+r+k-l

a

j+r+k • • • aj+r+k+s-2

becomes
(2.2)

hp *+<> bj+r =

bfj^k_1
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We now show that x and y = br+k generate F(r,n,k,s) and then find a presentation using these generators. Given any j there is an / with j=ir+l mod/i so
we may define c$ by
(2-3)

Cir+l =

Now (2.2) withy = r+1 gives
cir+1 = x«+e"

(2.4)

Since (r,n) = 1 and cx = br+kb^x = y we see, from (2.4), that c;e<x,.y> for ally.
Now, since (r+k-\,ri) = 1, (2.3) shows that bje(x,y') for ally and hence
(x,yy = ¥(r,n,k,s). Again using cx = y together with repeated use of (2.4) we
obtain the relation
y= x~pyxa
where p = 2"=i(?+«<r+i) and q = 2"=i("+e(i+i >»•+&)• s i n c e ( r '«) = !

this

g>ves

y-1x*y = xr.

(2.5)

Only one further non-trivial relation in x and y is obtained for F(r,«,fc,j).
Substituting for the c's in ri"=ici(i-r-fc>+i tne * r expressions given by (2.3) shows
that
n

(2-6)

nc<(i-,-fc>+i =1 -

We introduce further notation to enable (2.6) to be written as a relation in x and y.
Define A to be [r~\r+k -1)]. Let Px = e1+e1+r-i+e1+2r-i+... + sk and, for
1 </<«, define
\ Pi - M if there exists an integer y with (/ - 1 ) A <jn 4, /A,
[ px

otherwise.

Also let P(i) = [(n-i+l)X\t-[(n-i)\]u+pn_i+1.
Therefore (2.4) together with cx = y gives
(2.7)

Now ci(r+fc_1)+1 = ciAr+1.

^fc-D+i-*-**'**6"'

where
UK

fl(l) = [/A] U+ S £,r+fc

and

t»A]

*(0

[*]'+ S

l

Substituting (2.7) into (2.6) gives, after some elementary calculation,
(2.8)

fl(xWy)=L

We have proved the following theorem.
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1. Suppose that

(i) rssmodn,

(ii) (r,w) = 1, (iii) {r+k—\,n)= 1.

Then F(r, n, k, s) has the two generator two relation presentation

= x', fl (^(i)j) = l \
COROLLARY.

F(r,«, \,s) = /x,y\y~lx*y

= xr,xr = f[

(xin~i+1)t-in-i)uy)\

where r=s mod n and (r, n) = 1.
Notice that with a = x, b = yx1 we obtain from this corollary the presentation
for F(r,n, l,.s) given in Theorem 2 of Campbell and Robertson (1975b).

3. A standard metacyclic Schur group presentation
In this section we shall assume that the conditions r=s mod n, (r,s)= 1 and
(r+k— l,n) = 1 hold. Note that these conditions imply (r,n) = 1 and so the results
of Section 2 are valid. We shall now show how, under these conditions, the group
F(r,n,k,s) may be given by the presentation (2.1) and so, by the comments at
the beginning of Section 2, as a standard presentation for a metacyclic Schur
group. (A Schur group is a group with trivial Schur multiplicator.) Put a = rn—sn.
Since r and s are coprime {a, s) = 1 and we may define a to be the inverse of
s modulo a. Although the next two lemmas are not stated explicitly in Campbell
and Robertson (1975b) they can readily be deduced from the proof of Theorem 3
of that paper.
LEMMA 1. The relations

y-ix8y

= xr

and xr = U (x

together imply
y-1xy

= xar

and

yn =

where rj is such that
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LEMMA 2.

It turns out that (2.8) can be expressed in a more suitable form. Indeed the next
three results are concerned with doing just this.
LEMMA

3. The relation Yl%=1(xPli) y) = 1 may be written in the form
x\r

= J JJ (x(n-i+l)M-(n-4)kuy\\ x/t^

where / i s (/^(l — (ar) n )/(l — or)) mod a.
PROOF.

Let yt = (/A- [iX])/n. Then

=

iXt—yint—(i—l)\u+yi_1nu+p{

Now yx = y0 = 0 and yn_x - A— 1 and so (2.8) becomes

t=2

where d(i) = - y n - i + i ' ' + y n - i ' s + / ' i - If w e t a ke each of the expressions ^ ( i > to
the right hand side of (3.1) using the relation y~xxy = x0"" we obtain

(3.2)

(

where /x = ( S " ^ — y * '•+yt-i5+Pi)((w) i )+(^-* 1) 5 +Pi- To complete the proof we
simplify /* working modulo a. Since a y s 1 we have yi_iaw=y<_i' - and so

But ( A - l ) ^ s ( A - l)r(<xr)n-1 since both (ar) n = 1 and as= 1. Therefore

nPi£(.y
i=O

as required.
Using the same method as in Lemma 1 we can reduce (2.8) to yn = x* for
some v. Therefore yn is central and, since y~n x^yn = x1", x* = 1.
LEMMA 4. v=(Aij—fi) mod <r.
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PROOF. By Lemma 1
x\r

n

_ rr (x(n-i+l)\t-in-i)\uy\
i=l

may be written as
yn

—

x\v

Substituting into (3.2) gives yn = *A»~/» as required.
LEMMA

5. (1 — ar)ju.=0moda.

This follows immediately using the expression for p given in Lemma 3
since 1—(ar)ns 0 mod a.
We are now in a position to find the standard form presentations.
PROOF.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that

(i) r=s mod n, (ii) (r, s) = 1, (iii) (r+k— \,n) = 1.
Then F(r,n,k,s) is a finite metacyclic Schur group with presentation
<a,b\a°ln =\,b-*ab = a<*r, bn =
PROOF. T h e order of the generator x is ((1 — or) v, a). But
((1 — or) v, a) = ((1 — cur) ATJ - (1 — <xr)fi, a)
= ((1 — ar) A17, <r)

by Lemma 4,
by Lemma 5,

*>—••
=

ff/n

by Lemma 2.

Also y is divisible by o/n(s—r). For
v = (ATJ—/A) mod a/«(j—r)

HE A17 mod a/n(s—r)

s 0 mod a/n(s—r)

by Lemma 4,

by Lemma 5,

by Lemma 1.

Hence relation (2.8) becomes
yn — y

for some integer f.
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Therefore, when conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, F(r,n,k,s) has the
presentation
<x,y\x"'n =l,y-1xy = Jcar, yn = xW»<«-r>).
The fact that (ar) n s 1 mod aIn now shows that the results of Beyl (1973) are
applicable to F(r, n, k, s) when r, n, k and s satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) and
so it may be presented in the form
ia,b\aaln = l,b~1ab = a<*r, bn = a*Mr-*>>.
Finally, as a consequence of the k independence of the presentation given in
Theorem 2, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Suppose that
(i) r=s mod n, (ii) (r,s)= 1, (iii) (r+k-\,n)=
Then F(r,n,k,s) is isomorphic to F(r,n,k',s).

1, (iv) (r + k'-\,ri) = 1.
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